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Abstract:
Mr. Sandeep Gund, government primary school teacher, Pashtepada Thane, introduced the use of
technology in classroom education in 2011. This model of digital classroom scaled up to a few
thousand of schools, especially after 2015. It was also adopted by the CSR arm of a company
Precision Camshaft Ltd. In all the schools where Precision Camshaft has not provided support, the
digital classrooms are entirely funded by the local community and well-wishers.
Initially, the model of digital classroom consisted of Solar Panel, Tablet, projector and screen that
could be easily used. This well-structured model was easy to use, offered a ready solution to the low
attendance in the school, less engagement of students in the classroom, quality learning and other
related educational problems.
This chain of setting up digital classrooms was possible due to active participation of State Innovation
and Research Foundation supported by Educational Innovations Bank of Ravi J. Matthai Centre of
Educational Innovation, Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad, the local community, innovative
teachers and SMC members. Word of mouth publicity involving teachers brought about the spread
of this initiative in schools in Maharashtra.
This is the documentation of case studies of 4 schools of which 3 are supported by Precision
Foundation and one school set up digital classroom independently.
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Introduction:
The Zilha Parishad School, Pashtepada, Thane introduced the use of technology (initially tablet,
projector, Interactive board, stylus and Solar Panel) in classroom education with the help of an
innovative teacher Mr. Sandeep Gund in 2011, which was first recognized by “State Innovation and
Research Foundation”, and studied by Educational Innovation Bank project, Indian Institute of
rd
Management Ahmedabad in late 2014. This model was presented in 3 International Conference on
Creativity and Innovations at the Grassroots (ICCIG) at IIMA in January 2015. In ICCIG conference,
Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and Institutions (SRISTI,
www.sristi.org) recognized it. The model was exhibited in Rashtrapati Bhavan by SRISTI in March
2015. Then, the model was appreciated by Government of Maharashtra. A letter (GR) on this (Digital
nd
Model) was sent to all primary government school to digitalize their classrooms on 22 June 2015.
After this letter, many innovative teachers and Principals started setting up digital classrooms in their
Schools. This well-structured model was easy to use, offered a ready solution to the low attendance
in the school, less engagement of students, quality learning and other related educational problems.
In the following years this model reached thousands of schools. This motivation of setting digital
classrooms by schools also came from word of mouth publicity about the digital model of Mr.
Sandeep Gund, innovative teachers, State Innovation and Research Foundation and SMC members.
This digital Classroom was set up along with the concept of Child Theatre. Classrooms were painted
with cartoons, characters and had facilities of electricity and white board which impressed the children
and local community. This concept was named Child Theatre. The participation of local community
also helped in scaling up this digital model. Gram panchayats along with the local organizations of
youths and women also played vital role in setting up the digital classrooms.
Precision Foundation, the CSR arm of Precision Camshaft Ltd a leading multinational company in
Camshaft Manufacturing (www.pclindia.in) helped 12 Schools where the employees’ wards studied
with basic amenities such as drinking water and infrastructure. Soon they realised that this idea may
not scale up as the output was not same as they expected. They again conducted a survey to know
the needs of the government primary schools in Solapur. In the meantime, Sandeep Gund’s model
was reported by the newspaper Sakal which caught the eye of Precision Foundation. In September
2016, along with SIRF members and the editor of Sakal, they visited the Elementary School of
Pashtepada village where the digital model was adopted by Mr. Sandeep Gund. Mr. Sandeep Gund
showed them four models of digital kits. They agreed on fourth digital kit which consisted of a laptop,
Projector, Printer, Interactive board with IR camera, Stylus, Tablet and Educational Software. In
November 2016, Precision Foundation, in the first stage supported 52 schools with the digital kit in
Solapur district. During follow up in January 2017 they realised that the electricity was the main barrier
in proper functioning of digital classrooms. Thus, they further added the Solar Panel to the digital kit.
The complete decision making of Precision Foundation is after intense discussion and survey with the
schools and SIRF (State Innovation and research foundation) members. They take regular follow-up
and completely focused on 52 Schools and will take the work to next 48 Schools. They are very
concerned with the progress of the work of digital Classrooms. They are even planning to provide
medical Aid to schools. Such follow-up, organized digital content and decision-making is not visible in
the Government Primary School studied. All are running with the help of SIRF members, School
teachers, SMC members and community Participation.
We now present case studies of four Government Primary Schools of Solapur. Zila Parishad (ZP)
School, Akole, ZP School, Locutanda and ZP School Shetwasti supported by Precision Foundation.
The ZP School, Soregaon, set up the digital classroom independently.
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Time-line:
Month/Year
2011
January, 2015

March, 2015
June, 2015

September, 2016
November, 2016
January, 2017

Event

Use of Technology in regular classroom by Sandeep Gund
After documentation and verification by SIRF/IIMA presented
in 3rd international conference on creativity and innovations
at the Grassroots (ICCIG) at IIMA. In ICCIG conference, Society
for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and
Institutions (SRISTI) recognized it
This model was exhibited the in Rashtrapati Bhavan by SRISTI
Letter circulated by Government of Maharashtra for
establishment of digital classrooms in Government primary
schools
Editor of Sakal, Precision Foundation and SIRF members Visited
Pashtepada
This Digital Model was adopted by Precision Foundation
Follow up done by Precision Foundation. Solar Panel, battery
and inverter was added to the kit
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Case Study: 1 – ZP School, Akole
Precision Foundation, the CSR arm of Precision Camshaft Ltd has supported 52 schools in the villages
of Solapur with its motive to digitalise the government primary school from its funds. This model of
digital education is adopted by Precision Foundation from the pilot project of Mr. Sandeep Gund, a
teacher from government elementary school from Pashtepada village of Thane district Maharashtra
with the help of newspaper “Sakal” and “State Innovation and Research Foundation” (SIRF).
The Zilha Parishad Primary School, Akole is situated in the remote area of Solapur District 35 Kms away
from the city head quarter. It was established in 1943 (initially class 1 to class 4 and later upgraded to
class 7 in 1992) and now currently has 135 students with 6 teachers. It has six classrooms. The Zilha
Parishad School, Akole is one of the 52 schools supported by the Precision Foundation.
Precision Foundation took the pilot to support 12 schools at the initial stage where the employees’
wards studied. They gave Desktop Computers, facility of drinking water and other amenities for the
children. Soon they realized that this idea may not scale up as the output was not the same as expected
by them. Again, they conducted a survey and asked the demands of the schools. Most of the Schools
asked about the amenities like facility of drinking water, infrastructure etc. Meanwhile the editor of
the local newspaper “Sakal”, State Innovation and Research Foundation (SIRF) members and Precision
foundation visited a digital School of Mr. Sandeep Gund in September, 2016. After a thorough
discussion among them, they requested Mr. Sandeep Gund to support them in setting up digital
classroom. Mr. Sandeep Gund showed his 4 models of digital kit. The foundation liked the 4th model of
digital kit for digital classroom which consisted of a projector, a laptop, a printer, interactive
Screen with IR Camera and a Stylus. The concept of child theatre also impressed them. So, in the
month of November,2016, they initiated to implement the same idea in 52 Schools which were
identified on criteria where minimum one teacher or the principal is highly motivated and innovative
with the help of State Innovation and Research Foundation (SIRF) members.
To start with Precision Foundation suggested the identified 52 Schools to develop the Child theatre
Classrooms which creates a positive environment for digital classroom, after which they would donate
digital kit. Inspired by this digital classroom concept, Mr. Ramesh Asbe (husband of village sarpanch)
donated total amount of INR 30,000 and the whole classroom was painted in low cost. With the
motivation of head teacher Mr. Balasaheb Wagh, Yuva Mandal (group of village youths) supported
and created a conducive environment for the cause. Laptops and projector was displayed in a meeting
of Mata Palak (an organisation of mothers in the village). A daily wage labour asked the price of
tablet for her child. This showed the increased curiosity of the local community. After seeing the
support of local community and innovative teachers, in the first stage the Precision Foundation gave
a projector, a laptop, a printer, a smart board, a tablet and e-learning study materials. The whole setup
was installed in the first week of November 2016. Mr. Praveen Kasa, the assistant of Mr. Rajesh
Chaskar (the Vendor) helped Mr. Sandeep Gund in setting the digital classroom, installed the whole
set up in one day. He also gave basic training to the teachers. A training video was also made with
the help of the head teacher Mr. Balasaheb Wagh. Training was also given by Precision Foundation to
the 347 teachers of e-learning schools. This training further motivated the teacher to be a part of
digital classroom. Precision foundation has also provided the e-content. The Study materials they opt
are from YouTube, Komkin, Mitra App and self-generated e-contents by the group of tech-savvy
teachers. Each classroom gets allotted period of digital class as per the school schedule.
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During a follow-up in January 2017, after installation of digital kit Precision Foundation found that the
irregular supply of electricity was the main drawback in functioning of digital classroom. They added
the digital kit with a Solar Panel, inverter and battery. Currently, in the second stage they are
planning to add 48 more Schools. The maintenance of the digital gadgets is done by the teachers and
local community partnership. Students are planning to donate INR 1 to School fund from their piggy
bank for the maintenance of the digital gadgets. Software problems are dealt in a WhatsApp group of
the 52 Precision e-learning schools which also consist of 2 Engineers of Precision Foundation.
The attendance of School increased by 10%-15% after the setting of digital classroom. The child
theatre concept has attracted students as well as local community which has helped to raise funds
easily. The confidence level of students is very high and they are very curious to use digital gadgets. A
girl student named Aditi of class 4 easily started the projector and even helped the teacher to open
the required folder. On the occasion of Republic day on 26th Jan 2017, more of the community
participation was asked by the Innovative head teacher Mr. Balasaheb Wagh. This motivated a villager
Mr. Sanjay Patil to donate the amount of INR 10,000 which he had received as marriage gifts. The
digitalisation of the school has brought a positive change in easy collection of the fund.
The whole decision of Precision Foundation is taken after intense discussion and survey with the
schools and SIRF (State Innovation and research foundation) members. Currently, they take regular
follow-up and are completely focussed on 52 Schools and will take the work to other 48 schools. They
are very concerned with the progress of the work of digitalisation. They are even planning to provide
medical Aid to schools. Currently there is one digital classroom in the School. School is facing problem
to manage the Schedule for the digital classes. New classrooms are yet to be built.
Video Link: https://youtu.be/SUXk1EqG5cc
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Figure 1- Digital kit containing Solar Panel, Projector, Tablet, Stylus and Laptop
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Figure 2-IR camera, Inside Child theatre scene with impressing paintings and teacher teaching in digital classroom
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Case Study: 2 – ZP School, Soregaon
The Zilha Parishad School, Pashtepada, Thane adopted a pilot project on digital education under Mr.
Sandeep Gund which was first recognized by State Innovation and Research Foundation, an innovation
documented by Educational Innovation Bank project, Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad.
This innovation was presented in International conference at IIMA in 2015. This model was
appreciated by government of Maharashtra. A letter (GR) on this (Digital Model) was sent to all
nd
primary government school regarding digital classrooms on 22 June 2015. The Zila Parishad School
Soregaon is one of the schools which introduced digital Classroom after the letter from Government
of Maharashtra.
The Zilha Parishad School Soregaon is situated in 8.5 kms away from district headquarters. It has 9
rooms in which 4 have been recently constructed with 2 digital classrooms. There are 14 teachers (9
Female and 5 Male teachers) in the School. Digital Classroom has been made along with concept of
child theatre. It has a total of 361 students out of which 186 are boys and 175 are girls.
The digital classroom in school began with the initiative of an innovative teacher Mr. Santosh B Pawar.
He strongly supports paperless digital education. According to him education sector should not lag
behind in this era of technology. The letter from Maharashtra State Government dated 22ndJune 2015
further motivated him to translate his work to reality. He started teaching students with 5 Desktop
Computers given by government. In May 2016, he realized that the projector will be more effective
than the desktops. So, he called a meeting with SMC members and teachers. He discussed the
importance of the digital classroom and vital role of SMC members as well as teachers in it. An active
SMC member Mr. Rajshekhar Patil with many personal contacts initiated help for setting up digital
classrooms from the nearby industries such as NTPC, Birla cement etc. Meanwhile two local
businessman Mr. Naseer Sheikh and Mr. Bhutada Sirji donated amount of INR 5,000 and INR 10,000
respectively after their visit to the school. At the end of July 2016, a total amount of INR 30,000 was
collected in the corpus with the help of teachers and community. The importance of digital education
was spread to the local community by SMC members, which helped to increase the fund to a total
amount of INR 45,000. Then a projector and a speaker were bought from the town for INR 32,000.
The child theatre was painted by the art teacher of school in the last week of July 2016. Finally, the
digital classroom was inaugurated on 15th Aug 2016 in presence of community, teachers, Students,
SMC members and the businessman. The digital gadgets which were used for the first time were
projector, laptop, whiteboard and speakers. The concept of child theatre further increased the
involvement of the local people and SMC members and an extra fund of INR 10,000 was raised and a
compound wall, which was missing till then, was constructed.
It made a positive image of government school among the parents. Mr. Santosh B Pawar took the
responsibility to train his colleagues for using the digital gadgets. The teachers were trained and about
6-7 out of 14 teachers used it fairly. Rest teachers were resistant, but the interest of students forced
teachers to take students to the digital classroom. In May 2017, Rotary club donated a projector and
other software to set another digital classroom. The whole school (class 1- class 7) now had exposure
to digital classroom and minimum of 1 hour was allotted to each classroom daily. The contents that
were used for digital teaching were given by rotary club, few were sourced from the WhatsApp group
of techno- savvy teachers and YouTube. They still use personal internet data pack to search for
appropriate teaching materials.
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It has helped the students in their education. According to Mr. Santosh Pawar, students are more
enthusiastic and confident. Now students easily remember the poem by reciting it in chorus with
videos. Students are very curious to know. Once being taught by a teacher about Ms. Kalpana Chawla
(astronaut), a student asked curious questions about planets. It happened because of video shown
to them about Ms. Kalpana Chawala. An improvement of 15%-20% attendance has been observed
according to the teachers.
The software given by Rotary club is not being used and teacher training is yet to be done. The
complete organized package of study material is yet to be completed. The whole management of fund
raising to teacher training and maintenance is done by innovative teachers, SMC members and
Community. There is inadequate follow-up regarding the maintenance and proper use of digital
classroom. The digital classrooms have no alternative source of power than the electricity. The
functioning of whole digital set up is stopped when there is no electricity.
Video Link: https://youtu.be/7IRcAKuWO_o

Figure 3-Front view of ZP School, Soregaon, Projector, Computer Desktops and Screen
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Figure 4-Time table of school for digital classes, Letter of Government of Maharashtra, Comparison of attendance before
and after digitalisation
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Case Study: 3 – ZP School, Locutanda
Supported by: Precision Foundation
The Zilha Parishad Primary school is situated in Locutanda, was established in 1998 in North Solapur.
It has total 25 (12 boys and 13 girls) students and two teachers (both male). It has two classrooms.
The Head teacher Mr. Rahul Surwase with the Assistant teacher Mr. Suchendra Bansode called a
parent teacher meeting in Jan 2015 to raise funds for cultural programme. A total of INR 17,000 was
raised out of which about INR 10,000 was spent in buying the new sound system. Meanwhile Precision
Foundation with support of “SIRF” and “Sakal” started survey to select 52 schools for the digital
classrooms in the school. The cultural programme, the Ideal School Award in 2013-14 by Brahamdeo
Dada Maane Cooperative Teacher’s Society for innovative activity and the fund raised by the
innovative head teacher Mr. Rahul Surwase along with Assistant Teacher Mr. Suchendra Bansode
motivated them. Thus, this school was selected by the CSR arm for digitalised classroom in October
2016. The Precision Foundation asked the school for Child theatre classroom. The Education officer
Mr. Sanjay Rathod donated the light fitting and white board. The fitting of light and white board was
installed with the collected fund. Then the foundation gave e-learning kit to the school which consist
of Projector, Laptop, IR camera and colour printer in the month of Nov’2016. In late January,2017
after a follow up survey, they again granted additional gadgets such as solar panel, battery and
inverter to the kit. It served as the alternative source of power. It also provided a learning Kit of
educational contents. The school also use the educational content from websites such as Komkin,
YouTube, etc.
The teacher training was done by the Precision Foundation. Mr. Sandeep Gund from ZP school
Pashtewada in December 2016 also trained the teachers in one day workshop. A WhatsApp group of
techno savvy teachers and two engineers of Precision Foundation has been created which helps
teachers and schools in resolving technical problems. The community also helped in raising fund for
the maintenance of digital classroom and again the fund was raised to INR 34,000 after digital
classroom was established.
Students have become more confident in using digital Gadgets and presenting themselves. When
asked, students easily operated the whole digital kit and solved a few problems on the interactive
board. They also presented a group dance which they prepared of their own with the help of you
tube and projector screen without any choreographer. As mentioned by the head teacher, two
students namely, Sanket Rathaur and Praveen Pawar of class 5 were selected for the Maharashtra
Government Scholarship. The knowledge of digital education helped them. Many students have got
scholarship even in private high school during the admission for higher studies after class 5. The head
teacher Mr. Rahul Surwase is planning to provide Tablets to each student.
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Figure 5-Solar panel, Digital classroom schedule, battery and inverter
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Figure 6- Digital Classroom view and students using digital gadgets
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Case Study: 4 – ZP School, Shetewasti
Supported by: Precision Foundation
The Zilha Parishad School Shetewasti is situated in North Solapur 5 kms away from city headquarters.
This school was established in 1953 and is situated in slum area. It has 34 students (17 Male and 17
female) with two teachers (1 male and 1 female). The school runs under the temporary structure made
of small metal-sheet in the slums without any proper building and electricity.
Precision Foundation interacted with students, parents and teachers in late October 2016. It was
impressed by the technical skills of the head teacher Mr. Shaikh Parvez Md. Rafique and teacher Ms.
Karvekar Vaishali Dnyaneshwar. Local Community also supported by promising that the digital kit will
be safe (as the school has no proper building). INR 1100 was taken from Shetewasti School Minibank on the advice of two school students namely Prachi and Pradnya to create the classroom
environment needed for digital classroom. On “National Education Day” 11th November, 2016 the
Precision Company made the installation of the kit in the school in the presence of students, teachers
and parents.
In the first stage, the digital kit contained projector, laptop, tablet, IR camera and printer. The teacher
training was done by Mr. Sandeep Gund in a one day workshop. Soon after the installation, in January
2017, Precision Foundation identified that the electricity is the main barrier in smooth functioning of
the digital classroom. So they added battery, inverter and Solar Panel to the digital kit.
Students confidently handled digital gadgets. A student named Ajay of class 1 wrote alphabets on
interactive board easily. Each student of the school was able to use the digital kit. The head teacher
Mr. Parvez further had another innovative idea of using multi mouse at a time using the free software
Microsoft mouse mischief. The innovative head teacher Mr. Parvez sheikh has also maintained
performance of every students with all details including personal as well as examination evaluation.
He applies his innovative ideas to teach students. He has developed about 30 videos pertaining to
subject matter up to class four on his own for students.
Even being so advanced in digital classroom, they lack proper infrastructure. There is no permanent
school building.
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Figure 7- view of School in slum under sheet shed, digital gadgets and teacher teaching using interactive screen
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Figure 8- Students in front of School and studying in the classroom, daily Schedule, digital cc progress report of a student and
digital track of students
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Figure 8- Attendance comparison before and after digital classroom and daily schedule of digital classes
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COMPARISON TABLE:
Parameters
Schools supported by Precision
Foundation
Name
of ZP School, ZP School,
ZP School,
Schools
Akole
Locutanda
Shetewasti
Number
students
Number
teachers
Funding

of

135

of

6
For digital kit:
Precision
Foundation
For
Child
Theatre:
Community

25 (boys-12
and girls-13)
2 (both male)
For digital kit:
Precision
Foundation
For
Child
Theatre:
Education
officer
and
teachers

Communitysupported school
ZP School,
Soregaon

34 (boys-17
and girls-17)
2 (1 male and
1 female)
For digital kit:
Precision
Foundation
For
Child
Theatre:
Teachers

361 (boys-186 and girls175)
14 (female-9 and male
5)
For digital kit: Rotary
club, Community,
teachers, Principal and
SMC members.
For Child Theatre:
Community, teachers,
Principal and SMC
members.

Number
of 4 out of 6
teachers
comfortable using
digital gadgets

2 (all)

2(all)

6-7 out of 14

Budget
Equipment

INR 2,00,000
Projector,
Laptop, Battery,
Inverter,
IR
camera,
Interactive
Screen, Solar
Panel, Printer

INR 2,00,000
Projector,
Laptop,
Battery,
Inverter,
IR
camera,
Interactive
Screen, Solar
Panel, Printer
SoftwareKomkin, you
tube, Mitra
App and selfgenerated econtents (30
videos)
SMC
supported in
developing
digital
classrooms and
community
promised that
digital gadgets
will not be
stolen
as
school is
running

INR 55,000
Projector,
sound
system, White board,
Desktop
Computer(government)

e-learning
contents

SMC/Community
Involvement

INR 2,00,000
Projector,
Laptop,
Battery,
Inverter, IR
camera,
Interactive
Screen, Solar
panel, Printer
SoftwareKomkin, you
tube, Mitra
App and selfgenerated econtents by
teachers
SMC helped in
spreading the
knowledge
about
the
benefits
of
digital
classrooms
and community
helped
in
raising
the
fund

SoftwareKomkin, you
tube, Mitra
App and selfgenerated econtents by
teachers
SMC supported
in developing
digital
classrooms.
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You
tube,
selfgenerated contents by
techno-savvy teachers
and software given by
Rotary club.

SMC
members
supported in raising
funds from local
businessman and
community also helped
in raising funds.

Areas
of More
improvement
confidence,
attendance
increased,
knowledge
about digital
gadgets

Governance and All decisions
decision making are taken by
Precision
Foundation
with
the
suggestion of
SIRF
Members.
Proper followup
and
maintenance
is done
Issues
More teacher
training to be
done, More
class to be
digitalized and
no compound
wall
(infrastructure
to be
improved)

Students
learned
to
dance
using
projector and
you
tube
without
any
choreographer,
Two students
selected
for
Maharashtra
Government
scholarship
All
decisions
are taken by
Precision
Foundation
with
the
suggestion of
SIRF Members.
Proper followup and
maintenance is
done

under
temporary
shed.
A student of
class 1 easily
wrote
alphabets on
interactive
board,
Students
easily handled
digital gadgets

All decisions
are taken by
Precision
Foundation
with
the
suggestion of
SIRF
Members.
Proper followup
and
maintenance
is done
As mentioned Lack
of
by the teacher- infrastructure
Needed more
fund to
introduce the
Tablet for each
student of the
school.
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Students became very
curious. A student
asked how to go
another planet when
taught about Kalpana
Chawla. Students easily
operated digital
gadgets.

There is no central body
to take decisions. All
decisions are taken by
Principal, Innovative
teachers and SMC
members

As mentioned by the
teacher-Needed more
fund to introduce the
Tablet for each student
of the school. Lack of
proper organized econtent for teaching
students

